
WHO’S TELLING TALES? 
THE ORAL HISTORY CENTRE 

EXPERIENCE



Oral History Centre is a 

department of the National 

Archives of Singapore

NAS became part of National 

Library Board in Nov 2012 

6.8m photographs 

10,248 maps 

248,436 building plans      

44,493 speeches & press releases       

50,000 private & foreign archives records        

4.5m files/items public records      

80,000 hrs of audio visual recordings

6,074 posters

20,000 oral history recordings



National oral history programme 

initiated by Dr Goh Keng Swee in 1978

OHC was established in Sep 1979



Why does the OHC exist within the National Archives? 

There is a clear relationship established on how an 

oral history programme can complement the 
archives’ functions 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:United_States_Holocaust_Memorial_Museum_interior.JPG
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:United_States_Holocaust_Memorial_Museum_interior.JPG


“Oral history is primary source material obtained by recording       

the spoken words – generally by means of planned, tape recorded 

interviews, of persons deemed to harbour unavailable       

information worth preserving.”

Louis Starr

Interview with Joe Dorai, Nov 2013
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Access via online portal and 
Archives Reading Room

Acquire & Create Process & Preserve
Document (transcribe, 
prepare synopsis)

Preliminary discussion and 
actual recording

http://www.clc.gov.sg/index.htm
http://www.clc.gov.sg/index.htm
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The Collection of Tales

More than 20,000 hours spanning over 4,000 people

More than 20 projects covering a range of subjects

Reflects a rich tapestry of social memories going back as 
far as the 1920s

http://a2o.nas.sg/a2o/public/search/picasDetail.jsp?id=737374&siteIndex=0&keyword=hedwig
http://a2o.nas.sg/a2o/public/search/picasDetail.jsp?id=737374&siteIndex=0&keyword=hedwig
http://www.a2o.nas.sg/a2o/public/search/picasDetail.jsp?id=113724&siteIndex=0&keyword=david
http://www.a2o.nas.sg/a2o/public/search/picasDetail.jsp?id=113724&siteIndex=0&keyword=david


From political development project to…

Chinese Dialect groups

Chinese Literary Scene in Singapore

Civil Service – A retrospection

Communities of Singapore

Economic Development of Singapore

Education in Singapore

History of Broadcasting

Japanese Occupation of Singapore

Medical Services in Singapore

New Citizens

Oral Traditions

Performing Arts in Singapore

Pioneers of Singapore

Prisoners-of-war (POWs)

Regional Entrepreneurs

Senior Asean Statesmen

Social services

Sports personalities

Special projects; including print media, transportation

Traditional Chinese Medicine

Vanishing Trades

Visual Arts

Close to 65% of recordings are related to 

social themes and are accounts with the man in the street



Japanese Occupation oral history collection

More than 300 interviews, totalling over 1,000 hrs of recorded interviews

Project started in 1981
Covers pre-war anti Japanese movement, British defence of 

Singapore, life under the Japanese occupation,             
Prisoners-of War, the Japanese surrender





“I remember hearing a commotion on the roadside because we were on

the third floor of the flats and I peeked out wondering what was this

noise and I started shouting out to my mum and I said, 'There's a baby

on a bayonet!' And we looked out. She came and she looked out with

me…I would say the baby was about maybe two or three months

old…when they came closer by and I was looking out, they had the

bayonet pierced through the baby's rectum and the baby was, the

hands and legs were just flinging and screaming. And there's blood,

was all going down, dripping down and then the Japanese were just

laughing away. I'm sure the baby died. But the sound of that cry, you

cannot forget.”

Mdm Barbara Scharnhorst

Special project, 2007



“And I came across a Chinese lady, she had a baby in her arms and the baby

was crying. And I thought, “Aw, poor baby it’s hungry. I’ll go and pick it up and

take it.” We had first aid posts all over the place by this time; I’ll take the baby

to them. Before I could come to her, the Japanese sentry came down, went to

the woman, picked the baby up and I thought, “Oh, he’s going to take the baby

to the first aid.” You know what he did? He threw the baby up in the air and let

it fall on the point of his blade and I could see the blood running down. I was

horrified. I couldn’t believe what I’d seen; I thought my mind was playing

tricks…So, every time from then on, I hear a baby cry, I would get this

nightmare, I see the picture of the baby on the point of the blade and the blood

running down.”

Ms Sheila Bruhn-Allan
Japanese Occupation project, 2003



Oral history as a source material – challenges 

and factors to consider

Oral history interviews has to be cross checked and verified with other 

sources for accuracy

Affected by interviewee’s ability to recall and narrate past events

Dependent on what an interviewee is willing to share

OHC prioritises what to capture given limited resources

Due to diverse range of projects covered, the interviews collected may not 

be able to sufficiently cover in depth the subject/theme over a period of time



Mount Emily Swimming Pool

“And in the late twenties, government started the Mount Emily Swimming Pool…that was 

after the reservoir was no longer needed, then the reservoir was turned into a swimming 

pool. They called Mount Emily Swimming Pool. I think was the late twenties.”

Mr Gwee Peng Kwee, 1982

“That reminds me that as a kid, you were never allowed swimming, not like today's parents. 

They would actually encourage and actually send the child for swimming lessons. So as a 

kid, we used to go to a swimming pool called Mount Emily. So at that time, that was the only 

swimming pool anywhere around Mount Emily. So you imagine we have to walk from 

Rangoon Road to Mount Emily. I remember that you paid 10 cents to get in to swim. You then 

learn on your own to swim. The side of the swimming pool was not like today's swimming 

pool where it's all tiled. At that time, it's just sheer concrete. So it's actually quite rough. If I'm 

not mistaken, our current swimming champ…Ang Peng Siong's father, was then the lifeguard 

at the Mount Emily Swimming Pool.”

Mr Peter Chong Chee Han, 2001

Content coverage of an interview



The interviewer plays a key role – thoroughness of research, rapport with 

interviewee and asking follow up questions to draw out more detailed 

narrative accounts

The right interviewer - interviewee match

Getting significant personalities to agree to be interviewed

Managing sensitive content

Oral history as a source material – challenges 

and factors to consider



Overcoming the challenges

Capture as many memories as possible by training and 
encouraging other organizations to embark on oral history 
projects

Encourage deposits with the National Archives for 
preservation and access

Clear access conditions documented

Embargo interviews with sensitive content for a period of 
time



Obstacles to Access? 

82% of all interviews are 

accessible to researchers

By March 2016, full 

recordings of 

unrestricted interviews 

online 

Improving search using 

auto voice-to-text 

conversion, search by 

synopsis, transcript and 

audio

We want you to use the content!
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Thank you


